Fluropon® is our premium performance coating system, trusted for over 50 years and featured on monumental architecture around the world. This flagship system meets or exceeds AAMA 2605 and AAMA 2621 standards, providing exceptional durability for exterior metal building products.

Known for its outstanding resistance to UV rays, chalking, fading and chemical degradation, Fluropon coating systems deliver long lasting color and gloss retention. So your vision stays as true as the day you imagined it.
FLUROPON® 70% PVDF COATINGS

Fluoron® 70% PVDF coating systems for exterior metal building products offer superior weathering performance in a wide range of colors and aesthetics. Fluoron® coating systems offer outstanding color and gloss retention to keep your building looking new for years to come.

**Standards**

AAMA is the American Architectural Manufacturers Association, an organization that sets standards for building products, and is an affiliate to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Fluoron® Classic II coating systems meet the industry’s toughest performance requirements, including:

- **Fluoron® Classic II**

**Fluoron® Classic II** is a two-coat system that delivers outstanding durability and color retention. It’s a two-coat system that provides a classic metallic sparkle effect without the need for Electroplating. AAMA Spec 2605-62 1-3 dielectric film minimum.

**Fluoron® COIL COATINGS**

Coatings on Coil Coated Architectural Hot Dip Galvanized (HDG) and Zinc-Aluminum Coated Steel Substrates.

Coatings on Aluminum Extrusions and Panels.


*Fluoron® Classic II* is a two-coat system that delivers outstanding durability and color retention. AAMA Spec 2605-62 1-3 dielectric film minimum.

**Applications**

Fluoron® coating systems are ideal for modern architectural applications and are used in a variety of industries, including:

- **Exterior Exposure**
- **Modified Salt Spray**
- **Exterior Exposure**

**Fluoron® Extrusion Coatings**

Fluoron® Extrusion Coatings are factory-applied, oven-cured onto pre-formed aluminum extrusions. AAMA Spec 2605-62 1-3 dielectric film minimum.

**Fluoron® Coil Coatings**

Fluoron® Coil Coatings on aluminum extrusions and panels.


*Fluoron® Classic II* is a two-coat system that delivers outstanding durability and color retention. AAMA Spec 2605-62 1-3 dielectric film minimum.

**Contact Us**

Sharon Williams, Coatings has formulated over 50,000 architectural metal coating colors, including custom formulations. Request your custom color or order samples today at coil.sherwin.com or call (866) 351-6900.

**Fluoron® Classic II (continued)**

**Fluoron® Effects Kameleon**

Fluoron® Effects Kameleon is a specialty film coat system that offers eye-catching finishes and high or solid color effect.

**Fluoron® Effects Nova**

Fluoron® Effects Nova is a specialty film coat system that offers eye-catching finishes and high or solid color effect.

**Fluoron® Premiere**

Fluoron® Premiere is a specialty film coat system that offers custom colors and durable finishes.

**FLUROPON COATINGS APPLICATIONS**

Coat coatings are factory-applied, oven cured metallic color coatings for metal, aluminum, HDG and other metal substrates that are painted into the products. Applications include: Finished panels, including insulated and composite metal roofing, soffits and fascia.

**FLUROPON PREMIERE**

Fluoron® Premiere is a specialty film coat system that offers custom colors and durable finishes.